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Bull Smoke is the originator of the unique 2-piece design electronic cigarette that provides smokers with an exciting new alternative.

Our electronic cigarettes offer the most authentic look and feel of a traditional cigarette while running on a unique rechargeable battery and microprocessor design. There is no need to light up. Customers inhale the highest quality nicotine and full bodied flavoring through a full-bodied vapor that is just as potent as real smoke but leaves no ash.

Bull Smoke has several advantages over traditional cigarettes:

- No ashes or flames to deal with.
- High quality and flavorful Vapor for a Smoke-Like Feeling, without the messy ashes and residue.
- No offensive odors that stick to linen, clothing, furniture walls or your office, house or car.

- Save tons of money compared to highly taxed traditional cigarettes.
- Smoke your electronic cigarette virtually anywhere, inside many restaurants, bars, airports and in many places where traditional smoking is restricted or prohibited. After all, it is just vapor and leaves no lingering effect.

At Bull Smoke we strive to provide our customers with friendly, knowledgeable and effective customer service. We value your opinions, comments and concerns. So please feel free to contact us for any reason whatsoever at 1-855-GET-BULL.
CNN
Tobacco smoke causes nearly 90 percent of lung cancer deaths, according to the American Cancer Society. "If it is a choice between smoking tobacco product or a nicotine replacement — of course, keep taking the nicotine," Dr. Steven Schroeder said. "It is a heck of a lot healthier than tobacco smoking."

CNET
Basically, the E-Cigarette offers a real smoking experience without any of the unpleasant side-effects of traditional tobacco smoking.

ABC
Because no burning is involved, makers say there's no hazardous cocktail of cancer-causing chemicals and gases like those produced by a regular cigarette. **There's no secondhand smoke**, so they can be used in places where cigarettes are banned.

MSNBC
Manufacturers have touted the products as a healthier alternative to smoking because no burning is involved, and there's no hazardous cocktail of cancer-causing chemicals.

CBS NEWS
Smokers say it has the taste, the feel, the draw of a real cigarette. **It's delivered in water vapor**, not in harmful smoke. Looks like a real cigarette. Gives you the sensation of real smoke. You're not getting all the things that are killing you, such as carcinogens, chemicals, poisons, tars.

Los Angeles Times
It uses a small lithium battery that atomizes a liquid solution. What you inhale looks like smoke, but it's a vapor similar to stage fog. It even has a red light at the tip that lights up with each drag.